
Swisse Wellness Pty Ltd, promoter of Swisse products, in conjunction with Green Cross Health, 
are partnering with Eat My Lunch to help Give school lunches to Kiwi kids in need. To 
participate, simply purchase any eligible Swisse product as outlined below at a participating 
Unichem or Life Pharmacy. 
 
The Eat My Lunch model of Buy One, Give One has been applied to this promotion.  This 
makes it easy for Green Cross Health customers to contribute through the purchase of an 
eligible Swisse product as outlined below. 
 
Every eligible Swisse product you buy means Eat My Lunch can give a lunch to a Kiwi kid who 
would otherwise go without. It’s a little gesture that’s had a great impact for so many Kiwi 
kids. With a good lunch in their tummies, the kids do better in so many ways from helping 
them focus on learning to simply just putting a smile on their faces. 
 
Terms and Conditions: 
 
1. Information on how to participate in the Promotion form part of these Terms and 
Conditions.  
 
2. Participation in this Promotion is deemed to be acceptance of these Terms and 
Conditions. Employees (or immediate family of such employees) of the Promoters, any of the 
agencies associated with the Promotion and immediate family members cannot be 
excluded from the promotion.  Immediate family members means any of the following: 
spouse, ex-spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child, parent, step-parent, grandparent, 
step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister or 1st 
cousin.  
 
3. Promoters:  
 
Swisse Wellness Pty Ltd, Level 2, 381 Great South Road, Ellerslie, Auckland 1051 
PO Box 11122, Ellerslie, Auckland 1542, New Zealand and Green Cross Health Millennium 
Centre, Ground Floor, Building B, 602 Great South Road, Ellerslie, Auckland 
Private Bag 11 906, Ellerslie, Auckland 1542.  
 
4. Donation Recipients: 
 
Eat My Lunch Limited, 5 Galatos St, Newton, Auckland, 1010 
 
 
6. Promotion Period: 00:01 NZST 01/02/2021 & ends 23:59 NZST 28/02/2021 
 
How to Participate: 
 
7. Information regarding the offer and how to Give One or Two Lunches forms part of these 
Conditions. By purchasing, participants accept these Conditions. 
 
8. To be able to participate, individuals must purchase any of the following Swisse products 
from any participating Unichem or Life pharmacy or online at www.lifepharmacy.co.nz 
during the Promotional Period.  The corresponding number of lunches Given is also outlined 
below: 
 

SWISSE MENS ULTIVITE TABS 60  Gives one lunch 
SWISSE MENS ULTIVITE TABS 120 Gives two lunches  
SWISSE WOMENS ULTIVITE TABS 60 Gives one lunch 
SWISSE WOMENS ULTIVITE TABS 120  Gives two lunches 

http://www.lifepharmacy.co.nz/


SWISSE MENS 50+ ULTIVITE 60 TABS Gives one lunch 
SWISSE MENS 50+ ULTIVITE 90 TABS Gives two lunches 
SWISSE WOMENS 50+ ULTIVITE 60 TABS Gives one lunch 
SWISSE WOMENS 50+ ULTIVITE 90 TABS Gives two lunches  
SWISSE CHILDRENS ULTIVITE 120 TABS Gives one lunch 
SWISSE BLOOD ORANGE BRIGHTENING 
CLAY MASK 70G 

Gives one lunch 

SWISSE CRANBERRY PORE PERFECTING 
CLAY MASK 70G 

Gives one lunch 

SWISSE MANUKA HONEY DETOXIFYING 
FACIAL MASK 70G 

Gives one lunch 

SWISSE MATCHA TEA ANTI-POLLUTION 
CLAY MASK 70G 

Gives one lunch 

 
 
9. At the end of the promotional period, a sales report will be provided to Swisse Wellness by 
Green Cross Health containing the total quantity of each eligible product sold. 

10. The dollar amount to provide one or two lunches for each eligible product purchased will 
be provided to Eat My Lunch together with sales summary for the promotional period for 
analysis. 

11. The total dollar amount to be provided by Swisse Wellness to Eat My Lunch will be limited 
to $20,000 only.  

12. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

13. Retailers participating in this Promotion are Unichem Pharmacy and Life Pharmacy 
bannered outlets located in New Zealand. 

14. The Promoter takes measures to ensure compliance with its obligations under the Privacy 
Act 1993. 

GENERAL 
 
15. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any late, lost or misdirected purchases due to 
technical disruptions, network congestion or for any other reason.  
 
16. In the case of the intervention of any outside act, agent or event which prevents or 
significantly hinders the Promoters’ ability to proceed with the Promotion on the dates and in 
the manner described in these Conditions of Entry, including but not limited to vandalism, 
power failures, tempests, natural disasters, acts of God, civil unrest, strike, war, act of 
terrorism, the Promoter may in its absolute discretion cancel the Promotion and recommence 
it from the start on the same conditions.  
 
17. The Promoter is not responsible for any incorrect or inaccurate information, either caused 
by the user or for any of the equipment or programming associated with or utilised in this 
Promotion, or for any technical error, or any combination thereof that may occur in the 
course of the administration of this Promotion including any omission, interruption, deletion, 
defect, delay in operation or transmission, communications line or telephone, mobile or 
satellite network failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to or alteration of claims. 
 



18. The Promoter and its associated agencies and companies assume no responsibility for 
any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission; 
communications line failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to, or alteration of 
entries, and reserves the right to take any action that may be available.  
 
19. If for any reason this Promotion is not capable of running as planned, including due to 
infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical 
failures or any causes beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, which corrupt or 
affect the administration, security, fairness or integrity or proper conduct of this promotion, 
the Promoter reserves the right in their sole discretion to disqualify any individual who tampers 
with the entry process, take any action that may be available, and to cancel, terminate, 
modify or suspend the Promotion, subject to any written direction given under New Zealand 
Regulation.  
 
20. The Promoter assumes no responsibility for: I. any error, omission, interruption, or delay in 
the operation or transmission of any communication sent to (or by) the Promoter or any 
Entrant whether caused by problems with communication networks or lines, computer 
systems, software or internet service providers, congestion on any carrier network or 
otherwise; or II. Any technical difficulties with the entry mechanism and does not warrant that 
the entry mechanism will be available at all times; or III. Any theft, destruction or unauthorized 
access to, or alteration of such communications; or IV. Any problem with, or technical 
malfunction of, any computer system or other equipment used for the conduct of the 
Promotion; or V. any incorrect or incomplete information which may be communicated in 
the course of the administering this Promotion. CAUTION: Any attempt to deliberately 
undermine the legitimate operation of this Promotion may be a violation of criminal and civil 
laws and should such an attempt be made, whether successful or not, the Promoter reserves 
the right to seek damages to the fullest extent permitted by law.  
 


